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PETITION PE 01715 CLOSED CONTAINMENT FOR SALMON FARMS IN 
SCOTLAND 
 
Letter from the Petitioner, Mark Carter, to the Committee, 18 January 2020 
 
Dear Members of the REC Committee, 

 

May I thank members for taking the time to further review the Marine Concern 

Parliamentary Petition PE1715 calling for Closed-Containment’ of salmonid farms in 

Scottish waters. 

 

Due to the time lapse since the findings of both the ECCLR and REC Committee’s I 

feel that it is important to reflect on some of the recommendations made by the 

Committee in its “Salmon farming in Scotland” Report (SP Paper 432) Published on 

the 27th November 2018, also some of the conclusions of the Environment, Climate 

Change and Land Reform (ECCLR) Committee report on the environmental impacts 

of salmon farming.   

ECCLR Recommendations 

“The status quo is not an option”. 

“further development and expansion must be on the basis of a precautionary 

approach and must be based on resolving the environmental problems. 

Scotland is at a critical point in considering how salmon farming develops in a 

sustainable way in relation to the environment. 

if the current issues are not addressed this expansion will be unsustainable and may 

cause irrecoverable damage to the environment. 

Scotland’s public bodies have a duty to protect biodiversity and this must be to the 

fore when considering the expansion of the sector”. 

RECC Recommendations 

“The Committee strongly agrees with the view of the Environment, Climate Change 

and Land Reform Committee (ECCLR) Committee that if the industry is to grow, 

 the “status quo” in terms of regulation and enforcement is not acceptable”. 

On Closed-Containment 

ECCLR:  

As a matter of urgency, the Committee wishes to see independent research 

commissioned, including a full cost-benefit analysis of Recirculating Aquaculture 

Systems (RAS), and a comparative analysis with the sector as it currently operates 
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in Scotland, alongside further development and implementation of alternative 

technical solutions, supported by the use of incentives. 

RECC: 

“The Committee shares the view of the ECCLR Committee that such physical 

barriers should be used ahead of deterrents such as Acoustic Deterrent Devices. 

“The Committee… is aware that RAS is not the only closed containment option and 

would encourage wider research on alternative technologies”. 

The concept of Recirculation Aquaculture Systems (RAS) can be a worrying 

development, some methods can be very useful but historically the salmon farming 

industry is not adequately overseen, self-regulation has proven not to work and the 

industry will attempt to adopt the cheapest possible system, this fails on so many 

fronts; ‘Closed-Containment’ on the other hand does exactly what is says, - CLOSED 

and CONTAINED.  

The Scottish Aquaculture Research Forum (SARF) produced a report titled, 

‘Technical Considerations of closed containment sea pen production for some life 

stages of salmonids’, first published in March 2019. The report is available at: 

http://www.sarf.org.uk . 

Current projects with closed containment indicate many advantages in fish 

production. These include, better monitoring of water quality, health and welfare of 

fish have been shown improve overall condition, especially when combined with 

sensible stocking densities. 

It covers three different construction methods utilising closed containment systems; 

- ‘Flexible’, ‘Semi’ (GRP) and ‘Solid’. 

The report goes on to raise positive and negative issues with the various forms, for 

example, the fabric sides can deform in tidal flows, the GRP constructions can result 

in excessive internal water movement i.e. slopping and the concrete constructions 

are noted to be ‘Light’ and ‘Heavy’, more a reflection to construction methods and 

cost than weight of the installations.   

Closed-Containment does not have to be one size fits all! Rather different systems 

could be used in varying maritime situations for example the fabric membrane 

systems could be used in sheltered sea lochs. The ‘Light’ concrete structures could 

be used in areas with extant planning permissions but where conditions were not 

suitable to open nets. These light systems can also be fixed directly to the seabed in 

shallow locations and form part of larger civil projects. 

It is important when considering cost comparisons with current open net systems 

that ALL of the costs are included. Treatments and medicines, lice issues, predator 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sarf.org.uk&data=02%7C01%7CSteve.Farrell%40parliament.scot%7C5ef340c99a03433a9e7f08d79c0f178b%7Cd603c99ccfdd4292926800db0d0cf081%7C1%7C0%7C637149460971032515&sdata=hPZSUSEaNhYV8kb2OII9frOPkKJWK9Cq4EHxyo9wGuk%3D&reserved=0
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issues, pollution events and mortalities etc. In addition to this once the preferred 

option of closed-containment(s) are utilised mass production will lower construction 

costs. It should also be noted that in the case of the Scottish developed ‘Light’ 

concrete system its lifespan could exceed 25 years! 

I had a meeting with Director Rodger Taylor of Aqua Innovation Ltd. and Concrete 

Marine solutions several seasons ago and I was impressed with the work done, my 

qualification is both from a marine science background as well a more practicable 

background of being a former blacksmith, one that has worked with the salmon 

farming industry. 

I asked Mr Taylor for an update and his letter is annexed. They have developed two 

new designs; - 

The first for existing open cage farming, incorporates a waste capture scheme, plus 

it may be possible to produce enough energy to make farms virtually self-sufficient. 

The second, contained systems installed at sea, which addresses the problems of 

lice, algal blooms, jelly fish, escapes, treatments and anti-predation. 

Aqua Innovations has two designs currently under development, one is a floating 

design, the second is mounted on the seabed, each has particular applications. 

Recipients of the John Logie Baird award for innovation, many of the advantages 

can be seen in the annexed letter. 

The basic design has been very well received by farmers and all the relevant 

statutory bodies, SEPA, Crown Estate, Marine Scotland, Zero Waste Scotland, 

RSPCA, SAIC, and is in line with the findings of the SARF report. 

Although the initial Cap Ex costs will be higher, this will be quickly negated by the 

extended lifespan, minimal maintenance, better growth, less mortalities, greatly 

reduced chemical treatments and significantly lower operating costs, making 

contained systems at sea extremely cost effective.  

Innovative ideas include working with Edinburgh University, Aqua Innovations are 

designing a system of concrete salmon pens, spaced out to incorporate tidal turbines 

between the pens, with the public road built on top. The combined revenue from 

renewable energy and the lease of salmon pens will more than justify the capital cost 

and the design could then be used as a blueprint for further island inter-linking 

schemes. 

The SARF report identified 114 licenced inshore sites currently considered 

unsuitable for open cage farming, these sites would be ideal for concrete pens, 

individual, but inter-linked and with no seabed contamination, the licenced biomass 

could be greatly increased, allowing the industry to expand inshore instead of being 
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forced offshore into more hostile conditions with greater risk to personnel and 

equipment. 

Several Norwegian companies have been heavily involved in Research and 

development into closed-containment systems, not all successful but we are now in 

a position of viable systems and the price will become more competitive once mass 

production has started.  

Canada has also been investigating closed-containment due to the mass of 

opposition to open pen salmon farming and the massive environmental issues that 

accompany it.  

Historically, Scotland has led in science and innovation, we have the expertise and 

companies ready to go, waiting for the green light. This is Scotland’s opportunity to 

build Scottish solutions, with World-wide potentials, including revenue! 

SCOTLAND A WORLD LEADER! 

 

 

 

News article by Stian Olsen, 19th July 2019 

“Akvafuture makes a profit out of closed cage salmon production for first 

time” 

https://salmonbusiness.com/aquafuture-makes-a-profit-out-of-closed-cage-salmon-

production-for-first-time/ 

https://www.akvafuture.com/ 

 

 

 

  

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsalmonbusiness.com%2Faquafuture-makes-a-profit-out-of-closed-cage-salmon-production-for-first-time%2F&data=02%7C01%7CSteve.Farrell%40parliament.scot%7C5ef340c99a03433a9e7f08d79c0f178b%7Cd603c99ccfdd4292926800db0d0cf081%7C1%7C0%7C637149460971032515&sdata=fxDemD7vCQMUm%2BDJTXehPsNPr9qjSHl%2FCttlOk51mdM%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsalmonbusiness.com%2Faquafuture-makes-a-profit-out-of-closed-cage-salmon-production-for-first-time%2F&data=02%7C01%7CSteve.Farrell%40parliament.scot%7C5ef340c99a03433a9e7f08d79c0f178b%7Cd603c99ccfdd4292926800db0d0cf081%7C1%7C0%7C637149460971032515&sdata=fxDemD7vCQMUm%2BDJTXehPsNPr9qjSHl%2FCttlOk51mdM%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.akvafuture.com%2F&data=02%7C01%7CSteve.Farrell%40parliament.scot%7C5ef340c99a03433a9e7f08d79c0f178b%7Cd603c99ccfdd4292926800db0d0cf081%7C1%7C0%7C637149460971042507&sdata=NdNF9hV2g%2BQrhktBmA64uFRaeO%2BrYim43HqYLJbU84A%3D&reserved=0
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ANNEX  

Letter from Mr Rodger Taylor Director of Aqua Innovation Ltd. and Concrete 

Marine solutions 

Dear Sir, 

Aqua Innovation Ltd was established to develop the ideas and designs of its 

directors, who have many years of experience in all aspects of aquaculture. 

The aquaculture industry has many problems, particularly in relation to open cage 

farming where lice, disease, escapees, seabed contamination, continue to inhibit 

expansion and generate significant negative publicity. The industry must evolve and 

develop new farming methods which address these issues and the emerging 

challenges of climate change and power consumption. 

In recognising these problems the directors of Aqua Innovation have developed two 

new designs which will offer the industry a way forward for, a - existing sites and for 

b - contained systems installed at sea, which must be the future for the industry. 

A – For existing open cage farming, AI have designed a waste capture system which 

will capture and recycle waste material from under open cages, thereby preventing 

seabed contamination. Intrinsic to the system is a new mooring design which will 

require a much smaller seabed footprint, allowing an increased biomass within the 

same lease area. By preventing contamination of the seabed, the industry can utilise 

many inshore licenced sites considered unsuitable for open cage farming. The 

recovered waste material will be treated and recycled as fertilizer or biofuel, 

eventually this process will include mortalities and as volumes increase, the scale 

will justify dedicated facilities on site, with the energy produced powering complete 

farms. 

The contamination of the seabed is recognised as a major challenge for the industry 

and the increasingly stringent regulations applied by SEPA make a solution to this 

problem imperative. By capturing and recycling waste material we can prevent the 

contamination of the seabed which would allow the biomass to be increased and the 

industry could then expand production on existing sites. The increased production 

would more than offset the initial cost of waste capture systems and by creating a 

secondary by-product which will eventually include mortalities, significantly reduce 

the cost and environmental impact of transporting dead fish to landfill. As the 

volumes of waste increase and by adding mortalities, it may be possible to produce 

enough energy to make farms virtually self-sufficient.  

B – A waste capture system for open cages does not address the problems of lice, 

algae blooms, jelly fish, escapees and the need for chemicals in order to control 

disease. As a way forward, contained systems, built on land using recirculated water 
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are being developed worldwide, however this approach brings its own problems, 

particularly in Scotland where suitable sites with planning permission are limited and 

construction on land will increase costs considerably. 

Aqua Innovations are fully supportive of contained systems as the future of 

aquaculture, but have developed designs which would allow the construction, 

installation and operation of complete farms at sea in their natural environment. A I 

has two designs currently under development, one is a floating design, the second is 

mounted on the seabed, each has particular applications. 

Floating contained systems   

As recipients of the John Logie Baird award for innovation for their circular concrete 

automated feed pontoons (C-CAP’s) AI have modified the design to create much 

larger concrete structures as the basis of contained aquaculture. The system has 

many advantages  

A – Modular construction in concrete, designed for cost effective production line 

construction from precast concrete elements. 

B – Construction at redundant oil rig fabrication yards, creating many jobs. 

C - Recirculating water drawn from deep, eliminating the problems of lice, algae 

blooms, jellyfish, escapees and the need for chemical treatments. 

D – Water temperature automatically controlled at no extra cost. 

E – Direct visual access to the fish through a central column with windows at 

different levels. 

F – Waste material captured / recycled on site, no seabed contamination. 

G – Modular design can be scaled to form larger more cost effective individual units. 

H – Unique mooring design incorporating TLP technology to reduce movement. 

I – Ideal for inshore licensed sheltered sites currently underused. 

J – Extended lifespan with minimal maintenance and reduced operating costs. 

K – Much safer working environment, extremely stable platform. 

L – Easily cleaned, disinfected at the end of each cycle. 
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The basic design has been very well received by farmers and all the relevant 

statutory bodies, SEPA, Crown Estate, Marine Scotland, Zero Waste Scotland, 

RSPCA, SAIC, and is in line with the findings of the SARF report which considered 

the merits of growing smolts to 1kg before transfer to open cages.   

 We are collaborating with the Agri-epicentre on a grant application to Innovate UK’s 

Transformational Food Production fund. If successful, this with allow AI, along with a 

salmon company partner, to build, install and trial a prototype, before building larger 

production models. 

Although the initial Cap Ex costs will be higher, this will be quickly negated by the 

extended lifespan, minimal maintenance, better growth, less mortalities, greatly 

reduced chemical treatments and significantly lower operating costs, making 

contained systems at sea extremely cost effective. Eventually, a combination of 

renewable energy from AI’s unique patented floating wind turbine design and 

recycled waste material will make offshore contained systems completely self- 

sufficient. 

Seabed mounted concrete salmon pens. 

Concrete pens installed on the seabed offer all the advantages of floating pens but 

can also be integrated into marine civil engineering projects. 

As an example, Orkney Islands Council would like to install tidal turbines within the 

Churchill Barriers, unfortunately the potential power produced does not justify the 

capital expenditure. 

Working with Edinburgh University, AI are designing a system of concrete salmon 

pens, spaced out to incorporate tidal turbines between the pens, with the public road 

built on top. Once complete, the old barrier will be removed completely, allowing a 

good flow of water through the turbines generating considerable energy. The 

combined revenue from renewable energy and the lease of salmon pens will more 

than justify the capital cost and the design could then be used as a blueprint for 

further island inter-linking schemes. 

The concept of using concrete salmon pens mounted on the seabed as the 

foundations for marine infrastructure is perfectly feasible and offers a unique method 

of funding major civil engineering projects, creating much needed facilities at 

locations where the capital cost does not justify a viable return on investment. 

The SARF report identified 114 licenced inshore sites currently considered 

unsuitable for open cage farming, these sites would be ideal for concrete pens, 

individual, but inter-linked and with no seabed contamination, the licenced biomass / 

m2 could be greatly increased, allowing the industry to expand inshore instead of 
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being forced offshore into more hostile conditions with greater risk to personnel and 

equipment. 

The concept of contained aquaculture has been proved at facilities built on land, the 

next stage is to prove that creating the same facilities at sea is much more cost 

effective, environmentally sustainable and will offer the industry an opportunity to 

expand and diversify, creating many jobs at remote locations around our coast. 

  


